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Abstract It is a twenty-first-century disease, its numbers are still growing expo-
nentially. This brings one to the subject of this work, the Maturing of Diabetic Foot
which, like diabetes, rises to values never seen before. It is envisaging the develop-
ment of an ImageJ plug-into extract relevant feature from diabetic foot images and,
in conjunction with the patient’s clinical and lifelong data, a computational system to
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predict and evaluate its severity. The applied problem-solving method is based on a
symbolic/sub-symbolic line of logical formalisms that make complex systems easier
to develop and analyze, where solutions to new problems are based on answers to
previous ones, and itemized as a Case-Based Reasoning/Artificial Neural Network
approach to computing.
Keywords Diabetic mellitus · Case-based reasoning · Artificial neural networks ·
ImageJ · Many-valued machines
1 Introduction
Diabetes stands for a chronic disease that spreads throughout the world. The Inter-
national Diabetes Federation estimates that by the year 2030, approximately 438
million people will develop diabetes, an increase of around 54% to present data. On
the one hand, Diabetes Mellitus (DM) occurs when the body becomes resilient to the
effects of insulin or does not produce enough insulin to keep blood sugar levels within
the normal range. It can develop at any age and is often preventable [1, 2]. DM can be
silent, especially in the early stages, when the patient feels comfortable and presents
almost none of the above symptoms. But just as quietly, diabetes causes chronic
complications in various organs, e.g., heart, blood vessels, nerves, eyes, and kidneys.
Effective control of blood sugar levels can obviate these complications. Though they
develop slowly and gradually, these chronic complications of diabetes can lead to
disability and even death [3–5]. On the other hand, wounds that appear on the feet due
to poor blood circulation are easily infectious and difficult to treat and may result in
amputation of the fingers, feet, or legs [6]. Therefore, the development of Decision
Support Systems (DSS) for predicting, analyzing, and evaluating the outcome of
diabetic foot ulcers can be an asset to healthcare workers, particularly to identify the
best type of abnormal treatment. The DSS proposed in this paper is based on features
obtained from diabetic foot images according to a series of historical data that focus
on a Proof Theoretical approach to problem-solving [7] and implemented through
a symbiosis between Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)/Case-Based approaches to
computing [8–10]. Medical images are analyzed by a developed ImageJ plug-in
[11]. It is divided into five sections. The introduction makes the first and defines the
goals of the work and its context. Following is a section that explores the theoretical
foundations and describes the basic concepts used throughout the article. The third
and fourth sections define the case study. It ends in a partition that takes into account
the results and outlines the upcoming work.
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